AbstractÐDilute Cu-based alloys containing S, P, and Ag impurities and also vacancies are studied theoretically on the basis of total energy calculations. This is done within the supercell approach by using the locally self-consistent Green's function (LSGF) method. The impurity solution energies, volume mis®ts, and interaction energies for these defects are calculated and used to study the microscopic mechanism behind the eect of these impurities on embrittlement of copper at intermediate temperatures. It is shown that the solubility of S in Cu is low due to precipitation of the highly stable Cu 2 S phase. A large binding energy of a sulfur±vacancy defect pair in the ®rst coordination shell (À0.46 eV) and a sulfur±sulfur defect pair in the second coordination shell (À0.12 eV) seem to favor this precipitation. The eect of phosphorus and silver impurities on the bulk S solubility has also been studied, and was found to depend on the competition of these impurities with sulfur for vacancies, as well as probably for other lattice defects. #
INTRODUCTION
Application of pure, oxygen-free copper as a construction material having excellent corrosion resistance is limited because of the eect of intergranular embrittlement at temperatures above 100±1508C. Intergranular cavitation and fracture were observed preferentially at random grain boundaries [1] and the fracture surface was found to be enriched in sulfur [2] . Thus, there is strong evidence that this embrittlement is caused by grain boundary segregation of sulfur. The sulfur content in commercially pure copper is very low, but it is nevertheless well above the equilibrium solubility of sulfur in copper. A drop in ductility was observed even for ultra-high purity copper [3] .
At the same time, it is of considerable interest that a certain amount of phosphorus or silver additions to copper has been found to improve its ductility at intermediate temperatures (180± 4508C) [2] . However, the microscopic mechanism of this phenomenon is not clear. Two possible explanations have been proposed: the ductility improvement could be either due to an increase in the S solid solubility or due to a segregation of P or Ag and a competition with S for the grain boundary sites [2] . Thus, reliable information on the interactions of these impurities with each other and with other defects in Cu is highly desirable.
It is not known what structure the segregated sulfur forms at grain boundaries. Judging from the equilibrium Cu±S phase diagram [4] , it is natural to expect formation of copper(I) sul®de (Cu 2 S). It is noteworthy that stoichiometric Cu 2 S may exist in three crystal structures: low chalcocite (aCh, monoclinic), high chalcocite (bCh, hexagonal), and high digenite (Dg, cubic). The temperatures of the structural transformations in Cu 2 S, 103.58C (aCh F bCh) and 4358C (bCh F Dg), correlate with the embrittlement temperatures of copper. Therefore, the structural properties of copper sul®de as well as the thermodynamics and kinetics of the solid state reactions in the Cu±S system are important for understanding the mechanism of medium temperature embrittlement of copper.
The solubility of sulfur in copper was determined experimentally [5, 6] at high temperatures in the range from 600 to 10008C. In this temperature interval the solid solution of S in Cu is in equilibrium with the high digenite phase. High digenite has the anti¯uorite cF12 structure with sulfur atoms arranged in a face-centered cubic (f.c.c.) lattice and copper atoms occupying all the tetrahedral interstitial sites. Alternatively, this structure may be viewed as a simple cubic lattice of copper atoms with the centers of the cubes half-occupied by sulfur atoms in staggered order as shown in Fig. 1(a) . It is also known from experiment [7±9] that additional copper vacancies easily form in the o-stoichiometric digenite Cu 2 À x S.
Due to the large vacancy content the coordination number of Cu atoms in Cu 2 S is reduced compared to that in f.c.c. Cu. Because of the low coordination number the diusion of Cu in copper sul®des is very fast [10] . The diusion of sulfur in copper is also anomalous [11] . Among all the substitutional impurities in Cu considered in Ref. [11] , S has the largest diusion coecient in the bulk and a high diusivity at grain boundaries. At the same time, sulfur was found to reduce the self-diusivity of Cu at grain boundaries [12] . One possible way of explaining the diusion anomalies in f.c.c. Cu is to consider so-called correlation eects which originate from strong impurity±vacancy interactions. In this connection, the presence of vacancies and their interaction with other impurities in Cu (like S, P, and Ag, considered in the present study) is also of importance. There is no experimental information available about the interactions of S, P, and Ag impurities with each other or with vacancies, although such kind of data can be found for some other impurities in copper [13] . Theoretically, the electronic structure and physical properties of S, P, and Ag impurities in Cu have been calculated by several authors [14±17] . It has been shown that sulfur and phosphorus form bound 3s states below the bottom of the copper valence band, while Ag forms a virtual bound 4d state below the bottom of the copper d-band. Solution energies of 3d impurities in Cu have been calculated by Drittler et al. using the Korringa± Kohn±Rostoker (KKR) method within the Green's function formalism [18] . First-principles calculations also exist for 3d and 4sp impurities as well as for 4d and 5sp impurities in Cu. Interactions between selected defects in Cu [19±22] and an eect of local lattice relaxations around the defects [23, 24] have recently been considered. However, to our knowledge no total energy calculations for S or P impurities in Cu have been performed so far.
The electronic structure with respect to structural and cohesive properties of more than 30 transition metal sul®des have been investigated by Raybaud et al. using the Vienna ab initio simulation program (VASP) with the aim of establishing a correlation between the strength of the metal±sulfur bond and the catalytic activities of these materials [25, 26] . Unfortunately, the noble metal sul®des were not part of this systematic study. Structural properties of copper and silver sul®des have been investigated in the framework of a semiempirical tight-binding approach [27] . It was shown that in noble metal(I) sul®des the local three-and four-fold anion con®gurations are very close in energy. This is the basic reason for why copper sul®des show a variety of local anion con®gurations depending on the chemical composition and temperature.
In the present work we perform a ®rst-principles theoretical investigation of point defects and their interactions in dilute copper-based alloys. The phase equilibrium between the f.c.c. solid solution of S in Cu and the Cu 2 S high digenite phase is studied. The role of defect interactions in the thermodynamics and kinetics of supersaturated Cu±S solid solution decomposition is discussed.
METHOD OF CALCULATIONS

Thermodynamic relations
The concentration c 0 (T) of the terminal solid solution of an element X (X S, P, Ag or some other element) in Cu at a temperature T can be found from an analysis of the following dissolution reaction [28] describing the equilibrium between the solid solution (ss) and the adjacent intermediate phase of the stoichiometric composition Cu k X m :
The energy of this reaction is a key thermodynamic quantity which determines the equilibrium solubility. All the solute elements considered in this work form dilute substitutional alloys with copper. Therefore, with a sucient accuracy they may be treated as ideal solid solutions and within the mean-®eld approximation for the con®gurational entropy. Upon these assumptions the solvus line may be expressed as
where Q X is the energy of the dissolution reaction, equation (1), per one solute atom X(ss), and k B is Boltzmann's constant. In cases where the adjacent phase is a pure component X, the energy of the dissolution reaction becomes equivalent to the impurity solution energy which is de®ned relative to pure alloy components. Theoretically, the impurity solution energy may be calculated [18] as a derivative of the alloy mixing energy E mix Cu±X with respect to concentration c of the solute
where E mix Cu±X c is, in turn, calculated from the total energies E tot of Cu 1 À c X c random alloys and pure alloy components taken at their respective equilibrium volumes
The relation between the energy of dissolution reaction and the impurity solution energy is given by
where E f Cu k Xm is the formation energy of the Cu k X m compound (per atom):
Note, that the impurity solution energy as well as the formation energy of an intermediate compound depend on the standard state of the solute. In this work the standard states of the pure components are chosen to be f.c.c. Cu and Ag in agreement with experiment, whereas S and P are treated in the b.c.c. crystal structure which is not the observed equilibrium structure. The vacancy formation energy can also be calculated from equations (3) and (4) by taking the energy of the standard state for vacancies E tot Vac 0. The fact that for S and P we use non-equilibrium standard states should be taken into account when analyzing the calculated solution and formation energies. At the same time, Q X does not depend on E tot X , i.e. one may consider any appropriate crystal structure for pure X, not only its equilibrium crystal structure. This eliminates the necessity of dealing with a complicated equilibrium crystal structure of S thus considerably reducing the amount of computational work. The graphic representation of equation (5) is given in Fig. 2 .
Another important thermodynamic characteristic of a dilute alloy is the concentration dependence of the atomic volume in solid solutions that is commonly referred to as the volume mis®t. For a cubic crystal lattice the volume mis®t is related to the variation of the lattice parameter, a, with concentration as
where O is the equilibrium volume per atom. Finally, an interaction energy E int X±Y,n between two defects X and Y separated by a distance of the nth coordination shell radius is de®ned as a dierence in total energy of a system which contains this defect pair, E tot X±Y,n , and of a system where these defects are isolated, E
By de®nition, a negative sign of the interaction energy corresponds to an attraction between the defects.
Computation details
In this work we model the dilute copper-based alloys by large supercells containing up to as many as 108 lattice sites. In doing so we take advantage of a new generation of electronic structure methods in which the computer time scales linearly with number of atoms N [29±32]. In particular, we employ the locally self-consistent Green's function (LSGF) method by Abrikosov et al. [31, 32] , which is one of the most ecient so-called order-N methods, and which has been successfully applied to a number of ordered, disordered, and partially ordered metallic systems.
The LSGF method is based on the linear muntin orbitals (LMTO) theory of Andersen [33±38] . We employ the atomic sphere approximation (ASA) for the one-electron potential corrected by including higher multipoles of the electron density in the expansion of the electrostatic potential and energy. This so-called ASA + M technique allows one to obtain surface energies [39] and vacancy formation energies [40] for transition and noble metals with an accuracy typical for the most precise full-potential (FP) methods.
To study monovacancies and single impurities of S, P, and Ag in Cu we use 2 Â 2 Â 2 (32 sites) and 3 Â 3 Â 3 (108 sites) f.c.c. Cu-based supercells con- taining one point defect per supercell. The dierence between the impurity solution energies calculated using 32-and 108-site supercells was found to be about 0.01 eV for the S and P impurities as well as for vacancies in Cu. For the Ag impurities a somewhat larger dierence of about 0.05 eV was found. This shows that the defects may be regarded as nearly isolated even in a 32-site supercell where they are separated by a distance of 8th coordination shell from each other. Impurity±impurity and vacancy±impurity pair interactions are calculated using 2 Â 2 Â 4 (64 sites) supercells containing two point defects in dierent pair combinations and spatial con®gurations as shown in Fig. 3 . The two defects of each defect pair were ®rst considered at the largest possible separation distance between them (8th coordination shell) and then they were drawn together to become ®rst or second nearest neighbors. The corresponding total energy change gives an estimate of the defect interaction energy, equation (8) .
We have performed scalar-relativistic total energy calculations of the dilute Cu-based alloys and ordered copper sul®de Cu 2 S (high digenite). To make the structure of Cu 2 S appear more closepacked in the theoretical treatment, we introduced empty spheres into the octahedral interstitial positions of the f.c.c. sulfur sublattice. The vacancies in the f.c.c. Cu have also been modeled by empty spheres. We used equal atomic sphere radii for all atoms as well as for the empty spheres in order to have a consistent description of various defect con®gurations in the dilute and concentrated alloys considered in this work. Changing the atomic sphere radii ratio R S,Vac aR Cu from 1 to 1.08 (the latter value may be obtained from the matching of the potentials at the sphere boundaries of S and Cu) changes the total energy of the Cu 2 S compound by 0.03 eV/atom. This value, as will be shown below, is much less than the typical energies involved.
In the present study we used the angular momentum cuto l max 2 for the Green's function as well as for the wave function expansion. Correspondingly, non-spherical components of the charge density inside the atomic spheres up to l 4 were taken into account. Thus, we treated valence s, p, and d electrons self-consistently within the local density approximation (LDA) for which we used the Perdew and Zunger parametrization [41] of the many-body results by Ceperley and Alder [42] . The core states were recalculated at each self-consistency loop using the soft core approximation. The Brillouin zone integration was performed by means of the special point technique, including 240 k-points in the 1/48 irreducible wedge of the Brillouin zone for the f.c.c. lattice.
The moments of the state density were evaluated by a 20 point gaussian integration on a complex energy contour enclosing the occupied states. Since 3p impurities like S and P form 3s bound states below the bottom of the valence band of Cu [16, 17] , we had to choose a very large contour diameter of 1.5 Rydberg for the complex energy integration. Therefore, we did not use the LMTO parametrization of the potential function in terms of so-called potential parameters, but calculated its exact values at each energy point of the contour.
For each supercell we performed self-consistent calculations of the electronic structure and the total energy at four dierent lattice parameters close to the equilibrium. The equilibrium atomic volumes and total energies at equilibrium were calculated using a third order polynomial ®t to the results of the self-consistent calculations. Thus, global relaxation of the crystal volume was taken into account in our calculations whereas the eect of local lattice relaxations was neglected.
RESULTS
Single impurities in Cu: solution energies and volume mis®ts
The calculated impurity solution energies and the energies of the dissolution reaction for S, P, and Ag impurities as well as for vacancies in Cu are presented in Table 1 , where we also show the available corresponding experimental data. The calculated and experimental volume mis®ts are compared in Table 2 . The experimental value of the energy of the dissolution reaction Q S I1X0 eV was deduced from the measured solubility [5, 6] with the help of equation (2) . It compares well with the calculated energy of the dissolution reaction of sulfur in copper, and indicates that the theoretical estimate of solubility of S in the bulk f.c.c. Cu is very low indeed. The solubility is low not due to the fact that sulfur impurity does not``®t'' into a substitutional position in the f.c.c. Cu matrix (the volume mis®t is found to be less than 45%), but because of a high stability of copper(I) sul®de (Cu 2 S). Its energy of formation is calculated to be À0.39 eV/ atom which correlates reasonably well with the experimental standard enthalpy of formation of high digenite [46] extrapolated to zero temperature, À0.34 eV/atom (because of the dierence in the standard states a direct comparison of the calculated and experimental formation energies is not possible). Silver atoms do not form ordered phases with copper, and as silver and copper belong to the same subgroup in the Periodic Table, the chemical contribution to the impurity solution energy is relatively small. In this case, the atomic size mismatch gives the main contribution. Our calculations give qualitatively the correct solution energy and volume mis®t of Ag impurity in Cu, but the numerical values seem to be too high when compared with experiment. This discrepancy is mainly caused by the high relaxation energy around a silver impurity in copper. This energy is about 0.25 eV according to full-potential calculations of Papanikolaou et al. [24] . The energy of local relaxation around the other impurities in Cu considered in this work is expected to be smaller. For instance, it is only 0.07 eV for a vacancy in Cu [24] . Accordingly, the vacancy formation energy in Cu (see Table 1 ) and the value of the volume mis®t (see Table 2 ) calculated in this work, are in good agreement with experiment as well as with the results of more accurate full-potential calculations. For a phosphorus impurity in copper our calculations give a small value of the volume mis®t, which agrees well with experiment.
Defect interaction energies in Cu-based alloys
The calculated defect interaction energies are listed in Table 3 . As expected, we ®nd a strong attraction between S impurity and a vacancy in Cu when they are nearest neighbors. This interaction is partially due to a reduction of strain energy in the S±Vac pair (the volume mis®ts of sulfur and vacancy have opposite signs, as can be seen from Table 2 ). The other origin of the sulfur±vacancy attraction is the reduction of the local coordination number of the sulfur atom in the S±Vac pair, which becomes closer to the local coordination number of sulfur in copper sul®de Cu 2 S. As a consequence, the S impurity must have an anity to crystal defects (vacancies, dislocations, grain boundaries, or open surfaces), which have an excess volume and/or reduce the local coordination number.
The sulfur±sulfur interaction is found to be repulsive at the ®rst nearest neighbor distance in the f.c.c. copper matrix, whereas it is attractive at the second nearest neighbor distance. This is also consistent with the local coordination in copper sul®de where the S±S distance is larger than the Cu±Cu or Cu±S distances. The interactions of S with both the Ag and P impurities in the ®rst coordination shell are repulsive, as well as the interactions for the P±P and the Ag±Ag defect pairs. However, the interactions of these impurities with vacancies are attractive, though they are not as strong as the S±Vac interaction. We remark, that the accuracy of our calculations of the defect interaction energies (Table 3) is limited by the approximations used in the method (ASA + M and LDA) as well as by the residual defect interactions at the 8th coordination shell in the 2 Â 2 Â 4 supercells and, ®nally, because of the contribution to the defect interaction energy due to local lattice relaxation around the defects, which is neglected in this study. Our calculations for single defects using 32-and 108-site supercells show that the possible error due to residual defect interactions is about 0.01 eV and can be neglected. The contribution due to local relaxation is more dicult to estimate without performing the corresponding calculations which are problematic within the ASA. Qualitatively, one may conclude that the energy of local relaxation around isolated impurities and the energy of local relaxation around a defect pair must cancel each other to a large extent when one calculates the defect interaction energy, equation (8), so the ®nal contribution to the defect interaction energy should only be a fraction of the local relaxation energy of isolated impurities. We therefore expect that our calculations performed on a rigid lattice give qualitatively correct results containing the essential physical information about the defect interactions.
It also follows that some of the calculated defect interaction energies at second nearest neighbor distance are statistically insigni®cant and must be considered to be equal to zero because their values are within the accuracy of calculations. On the other hand, all the interactions in the ®rst coordination shell are relatively strong and, therefore, reliable.
DISCUSSION
Let us ®rst analyze the results of our calculations for the Cu±S binary system. Although the defect interactions have only a small eect on the equilibrium defect concentrations in the bulk, they must be of importance for the kinetics of the supersaturated solid solution decomposition as well as for the grain boundary segregation. Due to their strong attraction, the excess vacancies and sulfur impurities will form bound complexes on their way to the segregation sites. Once formed, such a complex will have a very low probability to dissociate and a high mobility in the crystal. Thus, each sulfur atom segregating to a grain boundary or to a dislocation brings at least one vacancy with it, thereby increasing the vacancy concentration in the vicinity of the defect. To understand the structure which the segregated sulfur atoms form, one therefore has to take into account the equivalent amount of co-segregating vacancies. It seems highly improbable that a S± Vac pair will dissociate after it has segregated to a defect. Rather, segregated sulfur±vacancy pairs will diuse along the defect until they meet each other and form more extended defect arrangements.
In general, a knowledge of the pair defect interactions at ®rst and second nearest neighbor distance in a dilute solid solution presented in Section 3.2 is not sucient to determine the structure of a concentrated defect arrangement [20] . For this purpose one also needs pair defect interactions at longer distances as well as three-and four-body defect interactions. The volume dependence of the eective interatomic interactions may also be important. However, the S±S and S±Vac pair interactions at ®rst and second nearest neighbor distance are the strongest interactions and they imply that in the concentrated defect arrangement sulfur atoms will tend to surround themselves with vacancies and avoid other sulfur atoms in the ®rst coordination shell. One possible concentrated defect arrangement in f.c.c. Cu having the composition Cu 2 S is shown in Fig. 1(b) . The structure consists of alternating (001) S±Vac and Cu planes. The total energy calculations performed for this structure show that its formation energy (À0.14 eV/atom) is much lower than the calculated mixing energy of the corresponding random alloys having the same composition{ either with (+0.25 eV/atom) or without vacancies (+0.07 eV/atom), but still it is well above the formation energy of copper sul®de Cu 2 S. However, our calculations show that by changing the c/a ratio as shown in Fig. 1 , this structure may be continuously transformed into the anti¯uorite structure of high digenite without an activation barrier.
Thus, our analysis shows that concentrated sulfur±vacancy defect arrangements have a strong ordering tendency towards a formation of copper sul®de. The knowledge of the defect interactions gives us a possible scenario of the supersaturated Cu±S solid solution decomposition. Very stable and mobile sulfur±vacancy complexes segregate to linear or planar defects in Cu, where they have a high probability to meet each other to form Cu 2 S. The process of copper sul®de precipitation must have a low activation energy because it is favored by the defect interactions and it must occur at a high rate because of the high mobility of the S±Vac defect pairs.
Note, that from the technological point of view the precipitation of copper sul®de at grain boundaries is highly undesirable because depending on its composition this compound undergoes several structural transformations in the temperature interval of interest. These structural transformations as well as the mechanical properties of the copper sul®de should favor crack nucleation and propagation at grain boundaries under creep conditions. {Concentrated random Cu±S alloys having the composition Cu 2 S (with and without vacancies) were modeled in this work using 3 Â 3 Â 3 (108 sites) f.c.c. supercells. The procedure of special quasirandom structure construction is described in Ref. [32] .
Let us now analyze the eect of P or Ag additions to copper in terms of the defect interactions. Because of the repulsive S±P and S±Ag interactions, these impurities cannot increase the equilibrium solubility of sulfur in copper. Like sulfur, phosphorus and silver impurities have attractive interactions with vacancies. As these impurities have much larger solubility in the bulk copper than sulfur has, they will form impurity±vacancy pairs with a much higher probability, thus signi®cantly decreasing the number of vacancies available for the sulfur atoms. The same kind of competition for the segregation sites is expected to take place at dislocations and grain boundaries. Therefore, the additions of P or Ag to Cu may considerably slow down the process of Cu 2 S precipitation. As a result, the non-equilibrium solubility of sulfur in copper may increase, something which is actually observed in experiments [5] .
Another important consequence of the competition for the lattice defects could be a blocking eect. The segregated phosphorus or silver will isolate the grain boundary areas enriched in sulfur from each other thus probably preventing the formation of large-scale Cu 2 S precipitates. As the sul®de particles are the most probable centers of crack nucleation, the ductility of copper will increase upon a lowering of the size of Cu 2 S inclusions.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the problem of medium temperature embrittlement of commercially pure copper is studied theoretically using electronic structure and total energy calculations within a supercell approach to model dilute copper alloys. The solution energies, volume mis®ts, and defect interaction energies for selected technologically important point defects in Cu are calculated. It is shown that the solubility of S in Cu is limited mainly because of the formation of a very stable intermediate phase, Cu 2 S.
A strong attraction is found between a sulfur impurity and a vacancy in copper which leads to the formation of highly stable and mobile sulfur± vacancy defect complexes. The S±Vac and S±S pair interactions favor precipitation of copper sul®de at lattice defects like dislocations, grain boundaries and open surfaces where the local coordination number is reduced.
The analysis of the defect interactions shows that the main eect of phosphorus or silver additions to copper may consist in their competition to attract vacancies and other lattice defects. This results in a retardation of the kinetics of the supersaturated Cu±S solid solution decomposition combined with a re®ning of the size of the Cu 2 S precipitates. As a consequence, the mechanical behavior of copper under creep conditions may improve upon phosphorus or silver additions.
